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“If you don’t 
improvise, 
you won’t 
survive.”
- Klaus and Philipp            
   Hympendahl

01 Editorial
NNow in particular, we all need some-
thing to give us strength, to lift our 
mood and to make us feel positive 
about the future: We need 
“out-of-the-box thinking and action”, 
new ideas and holistic concepts that 
foster meaning and identity. We need to 
ttry things out, to experiment, and im-
provise. After all, “if you don’t impro-
vise, you won’t survive,” as Klaus and 
Philipp Hympendahl said.

It is precisely here that my extraordi-
nary “Mindstep” sales and leadership 
training comes into effect: Training ses-
sions inspired by the dynamism of the 
tango fire up the brain for maximum 
performance, boost wellbeing, foster 
joie de vivre, sociability, health and re-
silience, and strengthen physical and 
mental self-awareness. Is this not pre-
cisely what we are longing for – stabili-
sation of our inner and outer equilibri-
um so that we can tread new ground 
and shape our relationships more in-
tensively and more beneficially for the 
good of our business? The role that 
body language, facial expressions and 
gestures play here will be revealed in 
this newsletter and, if you choose, in a 
personal consultation.

I look forward to talking with you!

Sincerely yours, Monique Fischer

02 The Relevance of Body Language 
for your Customer Relationships
Our bodies talk. Constantly. Even when 
we’re blissfully unaware of it. “We 
cannot NOT communicate,” these are 
the wise words of communication re-
searcher Paul Watzlawick.
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For many, therefore, the leap to major online platforms has been a 
lifeline. Others have simply reached for their smartphones, sent per-
sonal customer e-mails, or maintained contact with customers via 
social media. 

Platforms might provide a helpful boost in the short term, but is that 
really a long-term strategy for in-store retailers? It has been proven 
that many customers don’t like shopping on platforms. They favour 
the personal contact, the conversation, the genuine experience and 
the opportunity to “touch and feel” the product over an impersonal 
platform. Is it possible, therefore, that platform activities actually de-
tract from the real heart of retail, i.e. the connection to the customer? 
OOur challenge must be to find answers to how we can link up online 
strategies and in-store retail in a forward-thinking way – since the sur-
vival of many businesses depends on it. 

04 The Tide turns from “fast” to “slow”   
The lockdown affecting many countries has made it abundantly clear 
that online shopping cannot replace visiting a store: Fashion compa-
nies are sitting on millions of items of clothing, which Greenpeace 
fears could end up in the landfill. In Germany alone, 500 million 
brand new items of clothing are at risk of being destroyed, reports the 
online magazine utopia.de. 

For some time now, it has been clear that consumer behaviour and 
customer attitudes are changing substantially. Acceptance of sustain-
ability has grown enormously and the pandemic has also led to a no-
table shift in values. Many people are now less interested in buying an 
increasing number of items and are instead focusing on making 
better, more sustainable purchases. What this means for retailers is 
that new directions and concepts are required. The products,          
merchandise control and volume planning must be better tailored to 
customer needs. “If we could all do without the supposed 20 per cent 
of excess goods we purchase, that would be a good start and would 
save scarce resources,” says Marc Ramelow, a mono- and multi-brand 
retailer in the textile industry. “That would benefit all of us and our 
planet.” New business models would be well advised to focus not 
solely on growth, but also to foster meaning and identity. That might 
meanmean abandoning segments of the market that no longer fulfil cus-
tomers’ requirements and sales expectations in order to create space 
for something new that is environmentally and socially compatible 
but also commercially promising. Start thinking outside the box, get 
creative, try things out, experiment and improvise!  
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Sales news
World!

Growth for British Online
Retailer ASOS 
TThe firm is acquiring the, 
likewise British, fashion 
brands Topshop, Topman, 
Miss Selfridge and HIIT for 
around 300 million euros. 

Checkout Systems
growing in Popularity
WWhen shopping in store, 
customers want to make 
straightforward purchases, 
quickly and flexibly with the 
appropriate level of service. 
Consequently, more and 
more retailers are making 
ususe of self-service solutions.

Making Scents
The five global players in the 
international market for 
perfumes and scents include 
two Swiss companies: 
Givaudan based in Vernier 
and Firmenich in Geneva. 
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